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ABSTRACT
Current DCOP algorithms suffer from a major limiting
assumption—each agent can handle only a single variable of
the problem—which limits their scalability. This paper proposes a
novel Multi-Variable Agent (MVA) DCOP decomposition, which:
(i) Exploits co-locality of an agent’s variables, allowing us to
adopt efficient centralized techniques; (ii) Enables the use of
hierarchical parallel models, such us those based on GPGPUs; and
(iii) Empirically reduces the amount of communication required in
several classes of DCOP algorithms. Experimental results show
that our MVA decomposition outperforms non-decomposed DCOP
algorithms, in terms of network load and scalability.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed AI
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Distributed Constraint Optimization (DCOP) [6] is an elegant
formalism to model cooperative multi-agent problems and has been
applied to solve coordination and resource allocation problems.
However, the applicability of DCOPs in large problems faces a
main limitation due to the common assumption that each agent
controls exclusively one variable. To cope with such restriction, reformulation techniques are used to transform a general DCOP into
one where each agent controls exclusively one variable. There are
two commonly used reformulation techniques [1, 7]: (i) Compilation, where each agent creates a new pseudo-variable, whose domain is the Cartesian product of the domains of all variables of the
agent; and (ii) Decomposition, where each agent creates a pseudoagent for each of its variables. While both techniques are relatively straightforward, they can be inefficient. In compilation, the
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memory requirement of each agent grows exponentially with the
number of variables that it controls. In decomposition, the DCOP
algorithms will treat two pseudo-agents as independent entities, resulting in unnecessary computation costs. This paper aims at overcoming these limitations by proposing a new Multi-Variable Agent
(MVA) DCOP decomposition, which enables a separation between
the agents local subproblems, which can be solved independently
using centralized solvers and GPGPUs, and the DCOP global problem, which requires coordination of the agents.

2.

BACKGROUND

DCOP: A DCOP is defined by hX , D, F, A, αi, where: X =
{x1 , . . . , xn } is a set of variables, D = {D1 , . . . , Dn } is a set
of finite domains, where Di is the domain of variable xi , F =
{f1 , . . . , fm } is a set of cost functions (also called constraints),
where each k-ary cost function fi : Di1 × Di2 × . . . × Dik 7→
N∪{0, ∞} specifies the cost of each combination of values of variables in its scope xi = hxi1 , . . . , xik i, A = {a1 , . . . , ap } is a set of
agents; and α : X → A maps each variable to one agent. Given
a DCOP P , GP = (X , EF ) is the constraint graph of P , where
{x, y} ∈ EF iff ∃fi ∈ F s.t. {x, y} ⊆ xi . A solution σ is a value
assignment for a set Xσ ⊆ X of variables that
P is consistent with
their respective domains. The utility F (σ) = fi ∈F ,xi ⊆Xσ f (σ)
is the sum of the utilities across all the applicable utility functions
in σ. A solution σ is complete if Xσ = X . The goal is to find an
optimal complete solution x∗ = argminx F (x).
GPGPU: General Purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPGPUs)
are multiprocessor devices, offering hundreds of computing cores
and a rich memory hierarchy. A parallel computation is executed
by several threads and can be substantially faster than its sequential
(i.e., ran on CPU) counterpart. GPGPUs support Single-Instruction
Multiple-Thread (SIMT) processing. In SIMT the same instruction
is executed by different threads, while handling different data.

3.

MVA DECOMPOSITION

For each agent ai ∈ A, we define the set of its local variables:
Li = {xj ∈ X | α(xj ) = ai }; the set of its boundary variables:
Bi = {xj ∈ Li |∃xk ∈ X ∧∃fs ∈ F : α(xk ) 6= ai ∧{xj , xk } ⊆ xs };
and its local constraint graph: Gi = (Li , EFi ), where Fi = {fj ∈
F | xj ⊆ Li }. In the MVA decomposition, a DCOP problem P
is decomposed into |A| sub-problems Pi = (Li , Bi , Fi ). In addition to the decomposed problem Pi , each agent receives the global
DCOP algorithm PG , which is common to all agents in the problem and defines the agent’s coordination protocol and the behavior
associated to the receipt of a message, and the local algorithm PL ,
which can differ between agents and is used to solve the agent’s
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Figure 1: Random Graph Instances with CPUs: AFB-DFBnB (left), DPOP-DFBnB (middle), and CPU vs. GPGPUs (right)
subproblem. The execution of the MVA framework for each agent
ai has the following conceptual phases:
1. Wait: The agent waits for incoming messages. If the received
message results in a new value assignment σ(xr , k) for a boundary
variable xr of Bi , then the agent will proceed to Phase 2. If not, it
will proceed to Phase 4.
2. Check: The agent checks if it has performed a complete new
assignment for all its boundary variables, indexed by the number
k, which establishes an enumeration for the boundary variables’
assignments. If it has, then the agent will proceed to Phase 3, otherwise it will return to Phase 1.
3. Local Optimization: When a complete assignment is given, the
agent passes the control to a local solver, which solves the following problem:
min

X

fj (xj )

subject to: xr = σ(xr , k)

∀xr ∈ Bi

(1)

fj ∈Fi

Solving this problem results in finding the best assignment for
the agent’s local variables given the particular assignment for its
boundary variables. Notice that the local solver PL is independent
from the DCOP structure and it can be customized based on the
agent’s local requirements. Once the agent solves its subproblem,
it proceeds to Phase 4.
4. Global Optimization: The agent processes the new assignment
as established by the DCOP algorithm PG , executes the necessary
communications, and returns to Phase 1.
The agents can execute these phases independently of one another because they exploit the co-locality of their local variables
without any additional privacy loss. In addition, the local optimization process can operate on m > 1 combinations of value
assignments of the boundary variables, before passing control to
the next phase. This is the case when the agent explores m different assignments for its boundary variables in Phases 2 and 3.
These operations are performed by storing the best local solution
and their corresponding costs in a cost table of size m, which we
call MVA_ TABLE. Using the MVA decomposition, each agent
computes only the necessary rows of the table on demand.
For the local optimization process within each agent we use DFBnB and Gibbs sampling [2] as representative complete and incomplete algorithms. The use of hierarchical parallel solutions is motivated by the observation that the search for the best local solution
for each row of the MVA_ TABLE is independent of the search for
another row and, as such, they can be performed in parallel. This
observation finds a natural fit for SIMT processing and, therefore,
in addition to the CPU versions of DFBnB and Gibbs, we provide
their GPGPU counterparts. The use of GPGPUs allows us to speed
up the local optimization process and, consequently, reduces the
overall DCOP solving time.

4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We evaluate our MVA decomposition with two global DCOP algorithms (AFB [3] and DPOP [4]) and two local centralized solvers
(DFBnB and Gibbs) implemented on CPUs and GPGPUs, and
compare it against the Compilation and the Decomposition preprocessing techniques on random graphs. We report the simulated
time [5] as well as the network load, averaged over 50 instances
and impose a timeout of 600s. Figure 1 shows the results, where
AFB and DPOP uses DFBnB as local solver. Dark (light) bars indicate the number of external (internal) agent-to-agent messages,
and lines indicate runtime, all in logarithmic scale (the smaller, the
better). We vary the number of agents and fix the number of local variables, their domain size, the density of the local and global
constraint graphs, and the constraint tightness to 6, 4, 0.6, 0.4, and
0.4, respectively. Figure 1 (right) illustrates the speedup obtained
by parallelizing DFBnB and Gibbs on GPGPUs, using DPOP as
the global algorithm. We fix |A| = 4 and vary |Li | and |Di |. Unlike Decomposition, MVA and Compilation do not need internal
agent communication since agent subproblems are solved locally
within each agent. The number of external messages required by
each framework is similar for DPOP because they are linear in the
number of agents, and in turn independent of the number of local
variables. AFB on MVA requires up to one order of magnitude
fewer messages compared to Compilation, and several orders of
magnitude fewer compared to Decomposition. The reason is that
AFB agents uses messages to request for cost estimates and announce complete solutions. These requests occur more regularly
with Decomposition and Compilation than with the MVA decomposition. All the algorithms are fastest on the MVA framework
followed by with Decomposition and Compilation. Finally, the
speedup obtained by parallelizing the MVA algorithms on GPGPUs is at least one order of magnitude in most configurations.
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